Built environments can induce contemplative states, but direct evidence for their impact on the brain is lacking. This exploratory work investigated brain correlates of internal states elicited by architecture designed for contemplative experience. Functional MRI and self-reports of 12 architects were assessed to study their responses to photographs of ordinary and contemplative architectures. Images of contemplative buildings: (1) induced attentive, receptive, and absorbing experiences and diminished internal dialogue; (2) involved decreased engagement of prefrontal cortex; and (3) activated the occipital lobe, precentral gyrus, and inferior parietal lobule. They suggest that viewing buildings designed for contemplation may evoke experiential and brain signatures that consistently differ from those induced by buildings that serve everyday functions. The depth of such externally induced states was inversely correlated with the engagement of the Default Mode Network. Our study points toward a novel avenue for investigating how contemplation can be cultivated in the human brain/mind.
Introduction
While we daily interact with a large number of practical, aesthetic, and religious objects, the impact that architecture has over our lives is one of the most profound produced by human artifacts. We spend up to 90% of our time in buildings that may affect us greatly even when their influence is not consciously noticed (Altman, 1975; Evans and McCoy, 1998; Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Rapoport, 1990) . Growing empirical evidence indicates that well-designed environments raise mindfulness, restore cognitive fatigue, improve well-being, maintain health and facilitate healing (Hiss, 1990; Kellert et al., 2008; Ouellette et al., 2005; Sternberg, 2009) . It is therefore not surprising that, since prehistory, every society and culture entrusts certain (often sacred) buildings to initiate and maintain altered (contemplative) states (Barrie, 1996; Bergmann, 2012; Eliade, 1959; Hejduk and Williamson, 2011; Jones, 2000; Kieckhefer, 2004; Mann, 1993; Norberg-Schulz, 1974) .
In the present context, contemplation/meditation is defined as an intentionally induced state of consciousness characterized by present-centeredness, focused and sustained attention, relaxation, and absence of judgment (Boccia et al., 2015; Bond et al., 2009; Cahn and Polich, 2006; Lutz et al., 2008; Nash and Newberg, 2013; Tang et al., 2015) . Broadly stated, contemplative states may be attained through (1) Internally-Induced (IN-I) methods that depend on inner, psychological or subjective regulation and focus (e.g., counting breaths, mantras, open monitoring, koans); and/or (2) Externally-Induced (EX-I) conditions that draw and uphold attention towards their perceptual and objective elements (e.g., iconography, artifacts, natural or man-made environments, social situations) by placing the practitioner within a cultural-religious container that optimizes hierophantic experience. The two modes of eliciting contemplative states mirror these two directionalities of the human mind: toward stimulus-independent mental/ intrapersonal events or stimulus-oriented perceptual/extrapersonal targets (Burgess et al., 2007; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Nobre et al., 2004) ; which are likely to reflect the activation of two global brain networks that process intrinsic (internally oriented, self-processing) and extrinsic (task-positive, external reality oriented) stimuli (Golland et al., 2007; Josipovic, 2013) . Image/object visualization techniques of meditation utilize the same rationale behind EX-I contemplation, however, they are likely to fall under IN-I methods as they depend on the imagination and subjective effort to operate (King and Brownstone, 1999; Kozhevnikov et al., 2009; Lehmann et al., 2001) .
Although contemplative states may be reached through IN-I or EX-I methods, the overwhelming majority of neuroscience and clinical studies have focused on meditation (or meditative training) as a self-regulated or inward-driven practice (Bishop et al., 2004; Cahn and Polich, 2006; Lutz et al., 2008; Nash and Newberg, 2013) . These studies provided important information about the neural substrate that underlies contemplation and the many benefits it can confer upon its practitioners, including improvements in cognitive performance, affective regulation and immunological response; greater sense of wellbeing; reduction of anxiety, depression, and stress; increased motivation; elevation of pain thresholds; and growth/proliferation of neurons, among others (Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2007; Carlson et al., 2001; Davidson, 2004; Grant et al., 2011; Holzel et al., 2011; Jacobs et al., 2011; Lazar et al., 2005; Lutz et al., 2008; Moore and Malinowski, 2009; Slagter et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2001; Zeidan et al., 2015) .
However, these investigations tended to exclude arrays of experiences associated with the use of contemplationinducing images, objects and environments. Neuroaesthetics and neurotheology, two recently developed neuroscience-based approaches also tend to side-step empirical investigations of EX-I contemplative states (Aaen-Stockdale, 2012; Di Dio and Vittorio, 2009; Kawabata and Zeki, 2004; Newberg and D'Aquili, 1998; Schjoedt, 2009) . Even when architecture has been the center of neuroscientific investigation, research has been primarily limited to understanding neural substrates associated with wayfinding, the evaluative perception of beauty, or other non-contemplative responses (Eberhard, 2009a (Eberhard, , 2009b Mallgrave, 2010; Vartanian et al., 2015) . Recent neuroscience efforts are beginning to consider the emotional and psychological impact of architecture (Fich et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2015; Robinson and Pallasmaa, 2015) whereas research in psychology documenting the restorative potential of contemplative environments is growing (Herzog et al., 2010; Ouellette et al., 2005) and phenomenological studies have pointed at an intriguing experiential link between buildings constructed to provoke experience and meditative states (Bermudez, 2009 (Bermudez, , 2011a (Bermudez, , 2011b . These considerations prompted us to undertake an investigation of neural correlates of architecture-based contemplative experience.
The strategic goal of this first pilot study was to probe this new field of inquiry so as to develop the rationale and conceptual framework for further scientific investigations. Specifically, our exploratory study used two architectural conditions. The Control condition comprised slides of buildings that were not designed to induce meditative responses (e.g., office, housing, shopping mall) whereas the Experimental condition included slides of buildings designed to foster contemplation (e.g., temple, church, courtyard). The samples of the latter were chosen amongst the top 10 most cited buildings reported to provoke profound experiential responses in a recent survey on the topic (Bermudez, 2009; Friston et al., 1995) . Professional architects (with no previous meditation training) participated in the study, which was conducted under IRB approval at the institution where the research took place. Subjects were placed into the fMRI scanner and instructed to allow themselves to experience the images as if they were present in the space shown in them. Buildings were depicted through a succession of photos simulating an actual walk from outside to inside. Three questionnaires (one after each block and an exit interview) were used to collect phenomenological data.
Here, we aim to document differences in brain-activated patterns and subjective states triggered by "contemplative" vs. "ordinary" buildings, not unlike the differences between meditative and regular mental states. Second, we hypothesized that architecture-induced contemplation might be differentially processed by brain regions that support our interactions with external reality (occipital, parietal, precentral, cerebellar regions, the insula), even though these regions may be disengaged under IN-I contemplative states. Third, since subjects would naturally (i.e., effortlessly) focus on strong and attractive external stimuli, we expected to observe significantly less need for selfregulation and executive attention and consequently much lesser degree of activation of the dorsolateral or dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (PFC) than is reported under previous studies of IN-I meditative states (Baron Short et al., 2010; Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2007; Cahn and Polich, 2006; Holzel et al., 2007; Lazar et al., 2005; Shimomura et al., 2008) . Lastly, like IN-I meditation, we expected that EX-I contemplation would significantly reduce internal dialogue (e.g., mind wandering), possibly disrupting the narrative self and its concomitant mental processes that are presumably supported by the Default Mode Network (Brewer et al., 2011; Farb et al., 2007; Tagini and Raffone, 2010) .
Materials and methods

Subjects
Thirteen healthy, Caucasian, native English speaking, with a 20/20 vision (natural or corrected), and right-handed males (mean age = 32.0 years, range 26-48) participated in this study. One subject was removed from the study based on the exclusion criterion of previously practicing meditation regularly, which was uncovered during the exit interview after he participated in the study. All subjects were trained as architects (mean architectural education: 4.0 years) and working in architecture (mean professional activity: 5.4 years). Their architectural training/practice experience translated to at least 15,000 hours for the mean 32.0 yearold subject and over 35,000 hours for the oldest participant. The rationale for selecting architects as our subjects is similar to that of choosing expert meditators when demonstrating the impacts of meditation in the laboratory . In the case of architects, their sensibility to designed environments would allow them to appreciate, experience, and engage contemplative settings more strongly than might be expected of the general public. Our subject pool consisted of a subset of professional architects whose architectural sensibility was confirmed by (1) their responses to a survey on "Extraordinary Architecture Experience" (EAE) conducted by Bermudez (2008 Bermudez ( , 2009 , or (2) their participation in a sensibility training course on architectural experiences in the architecture program of the institution where the research was conducted, over the past 10 years. Although this particular selection of the study subjects will limit the external validity, we reasoned that this group would give us the best chance to demonstrate that mental states similar to meditation could occur in response to the buildings designed for contemplation, therefore increasing the internal validity. All subjects were provided the written consent form for participating in the study at least 10 days prior to the experiment for their review. At the time of their scheduled participation, the investigators re-reviewed the consent form with the subjects, who signed it before the fMRI session began. Copies of these documents were retained by the PI. The Institutional Review Board at the university where the research was conducted approved all aspects of the study, including this consent procedure (IRB_00037275).
Stimulus presentation
During the fMRI part of the study, we used four images for each building to simulate a dynamic architectural experience. Each photo was selected to (a) deliver the phenomenological essence of the particular building and (b) provide the viewer with a progressive, pedestrian movement from outside to inside the building (in order to display its spatiotemporal nature). The five contemplation-inducing buildings -Pantheon (Rome), Chartres Cathedral (France), Alhambra (Spain), Chapel of Ronchamp (France), and Salk Institute (California, USA) -were chosen out of the 10 most cited buildings reported to provoke an Extraordinary Architectural Experience (EAE) in the Bermudez survey (Bermudez, 2008 (Bermudez, , 2009 ). The five ordinary buildings were selected for being examples of common functional types of buildings typical of the contemporary American urban life: a high school, a downtown office building, a single family suburban dwelling, a shopping mall, and an urban multi-unit housing complex. The stimuli were presented at a screen resolution of 1024 Â 768 pixels. Appendix A includes all the building images shown to the subjects.
The presentation of the stimuli was organized into two blocks consisting of ordinary buildings (Control block) and contemplation-inducing buildings (Experimental block), respectively. We employed this strategy to control for: (a) visual stimulation of primary visual areas which should be equally stimulated by both blocks; and (b) containing experiential contamination (or spill-over) between the images; keeping the same type of buildings together within the same block (i.e., Control vs. Experimental) was expected to facilitate consistency and momentum over a limited period of time (e.g., 10 min for each block). As we were interested in measuring an experiential response, this approach mitigated the possibility that moving back and forth between the two types of architectural images would preclude the continuity and depth of experience necessary for a contemplative state to arise and be maintained. Since the current study was the first pilot study in our research program, we aimed to create the optimal conditions to maximize potential impacts of successive and related architectural images on the subjects. In order to guard against the possibility of initial higher anxiety and arousal levels due to the novelty of the experimental environment, participants had a 10-min preparatory and habituation period within the scanner before they were presented with the images (Chapman et al., 2010; Lueken et al., 2012) .
fMRI task paradigm
The paradigm consisted of two conditions in the following order: Control block (ordinary buildings) and Experiment block (contemplative buildings). This order was used in the study to maximize our chances of observing potential differences between the two blocks. Because we did not know in advance how long aftereffects from each block (especially Experimental block) would last, we anticipated that the fixed order (Control followed by Experimental) would provide us with a reasonable chance to investigate if the two blocks produced different patterns of brain activation in this exploratory study. Additionally, the lack of funding precluded the possibility of conducting MRI sessions for the two blocks on two different days, which might have served to greatly eliminate any spillover contamination from the preceding block. However, we reasoned that the spillover effect from the control block would not be sufficiently strong enough to completely mask induced brain activities in the experimental block, which led to the selection of this fixed block order in this study. Aside from their visual content, the format, duration, and delivery of these two blocks were identical. Each block started with a 40 seconds baseline (grey plate) followed by five sections of 80 seconds sessions (slide presentations) separated by a 40 secondsrecovery time (grey plate). Each of these 80 seconds sessions presented a particular building and was comprised of 4 slides appearing at a speed of one slide every 20 seconds.Therefore, ten alternating rest/activation (40 s off, 80 s on) cycles comprised each condition. A total time for each condition was 600 seconds (10 min). The visual stimuli were presented by a Macintosh controlled video display inside the scanner.
Prior to each condition, participants were instructed to enter an experiential state by the following narrative (read before the start of each block): "We ask you to relax, be present, and try to imagine yourself being and experiencing the places you will be shown. We are interested in your perceptual, emotional, or intuitive response, not in your critical judgment. Therefore, imagine yourself transported to the buildings shown in the images. Just be present in that place and situation and let the experience be whatever it may be. Please, focus on the image and the image alone." The intention was to instill in subjects an attitude closer to how people actually engage in viewing and interacting with buildings, which is not about conducting an aesthetic evaluation but rather just being there, surrounded by them. This attitude was also consistent with our interest in developing and capturing any contemplative state induced by the viewing experience. It should be noted here that the provision of this particular set of experimental instructions was one of the potential factors that might have determined how the subjects responded to the presented images.
Following completion of each block, the subjects were asked to rate their level of "presentness" ("how aware of being here and now, in this moment are you?"), and internal dialogue ("how much critical or rational thinking were you engaged in during the block?") using a scale of 0-10 (0= not at all and 10= very high). After both blocks were completed, subjects were taken out of the scanner and, in a private room, presented with an exit interview, first in the form of a fifteenminute written questionnaire, which they completed by themselves, and then during a face-to-face dialogue with the researcher. The written part had 13 questions intended to discern the subject's (a) level of attention/participation during the tests, (b) phenomenological state during each block (e.g., experiential focus, quality, character, and outcome), (c) degree of architectural sensibility, and (d) own assessment of the difference(s) between the two blocks. The questionnaire included multiple choice as well as open-ended questions. Refer to Appendix B. The oral portion provided the researchers with the valuable opportunity to engage with each subject verifying our interpretation of their responses in the written part as well as offering them time to expand or clarify if they wished. The total duration of the experiment was approximately 65 min. In addition to producing rankings based on the subjects' after block self-assessment, we used data from the exit questionnaire/interview to generate a "depth of experience" scale during the Experimental block based on six criteria: (1) positive emotional response; (2) identification (i.e., loss of sense of self vis-à-vis perceptual absorption); (3) "transportation" (i.e., a subject's ability to be in the building showed); (4) appreciation, relaxation, peace, and beauty; (5) experiential intensity; and (6) connectedness.
Image data acquisition
Structural and functional imaging was performed at the University Center for Advanced Imaging Research (UCAIR) using a 3T Siemens Trio scanner. Structural acquisitions include a T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE grappa sequence acquired sagittally, with TE/TR/TI = 3.38 ms/2.0 s/1.1 s, 81 flip, 256 Â 256 acquisition matrix, 256 mm 2 FOV, 160 slices. The scanning protocol consisted of an initial 1 mm isotropic MPRAGE acquisition acquired in the axial plane for an anatomic template. Each subject also completed an fMRI blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence with a TR = 2 s, TE= 28 ms to central K-space, 64 Â 64 matrix, parallel imaging with GRAPPA acceleration factor of 2, slice thickness = 3 mm, FOV= 220 mm. Scanning paradigms were 600 s in duration for each condition (Control and Experimental). After scanning, the original imaging data were transferred from the scanner in the DICOM format and anonymized.
fMRI image processing
FMRI data were analyzed using SPM 5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College, London, UK) running in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Initially, the data were corrected for motion artifacts using an intra-run realignment algorithm that uses the first image as a reference. A criterion of 2 mm of head motion in any direction was used as an exclusionary criterion. The realigned images were co-registered to subject's own highresolution structural image. The subjects' anatomical images were normalized to the standard T1 template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. Then the normalization parameters of each subject were applied to the functional images to normalize them into the MNI space. Normalized images were re-sampled into 3 mm cubic voxels and then spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel with 6 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). A 600-seconds box-car waveform, convolved with hemodynamic response function, was used as the reference paradigm. Using the general linear model and the hemodynamically corrected reference paradigm, the statistical parametric maps (SPM) were generated for each subject and each condition (Friston et al., 1995) . In addition, predetermined condition effects at each voxel were calculated by the fixed model, creating images of mean activations for the differences between the Control and Experimental conditions in each subject for the group analysis. These images were subsequently entered into second level model, where the one-sample t-tests were performed for the following contrasts: Control, Experimental, Control4Experimental and Experimental4Control. The probability threshold was set at 0.001 uncorrected and a minimum cluster extent (k) of 20 contiguous voxels for whole brain analyses. Region of interest (ROI) masks were created using the AAL Atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) . These regions included the frontal lobe, prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, inferior parietal lobule, limbic circuitry, amygdala and insula. The statistical threshold for the ROIs was set at 0.05 uncorrected, and k was set at 20 voxels. Finally, in order to determine the relationship between brain activation during the Control and Experimental conditions and the phenomenological responses (rankings for internal dialogue and depth of experience), regression analyses were also performed at po0.001, and k = 20. The reported anatomical structures are based on the Talairach Atlas. In the tables presented, we added a column with Cluster-level p FamilyWise Error (FWE)-corrected that shows the p-values for the clusters that are significant at the corrected p-values. This correction procedure has been recommended for use in fMRI data analysis (Bennett and Miller, 2010; Bennett et al., 2009 ).
Results
Phenomenological outcomes
Responses to the questionnaires produced marked phenomenological differences between the Control and Experimental blocks. In terms of overall experiential quality, the Control block was perceived as, "ordinary" (by 100% of the subjects), "conventional" (100%), "boring" (58%), "negative" descriptions provided by participants (25%) and "not beautiful" (92%). In contrast, the experiences during the Experimental block were deemed as, "beautiful" (100%), "emotional" (83%), "timeless" (75%) and "positive" descriptions (42%). With respect to phenomenological impact, the Control block was considered as, "forgettable" (100%), "trivial" (92%), "dissatisfying" (58%), "negative" descriptions (33%) and received low "pleasurable" scores (8%). In contrast, the Experimental block was perceived as, "peaceful" (83%), "positive" (83%), "pleasurable" (75%), and "insightful" (58%). Additionally, 92% of the subjects reported to have been more emotionally engaged during the Experimental than during the Control block. Regarding attention, 50% of the subjects reported to be distracted and 67% reported inwardly directed awareness ("toward my own internal subjective experience") during the Control block. In contrast, during the Experimental block 100% of the subjects reported to have been "absorbed" and 83% of them recounted outward attention ("toward the building presented to me"). Analysis of these data using the Nonparametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test indicated that for the directionality (inward vs. outward) variable, there was a trend of a greater number of participants in the Experimental Block reporting greater outward than inward attention (z=1.90, p=0.058). For the concentration variable, there was a significantly greater number of participants in the Experimental Block reporting being more absorbed than distracted (z=2.45, p=0.014) (Fig. 1-1 ). Appendix C covers responses not included in the above summary.
Furthermore, the two blocks were significantly distinct in terms of how participants self-assessed their levels of internal dialogue (i.e., "engaging in critical or rational thinking during the slide-show") following each block. In the Experimental block, subjects reported 29% less internal dialogue (t(11) =2.88, p= 0.016) than in the Control block. Subjects also reported being more present after the Experimental than after the Control block, although this difference did not reach statistical significance (t(11) = 1.35, p= 0.203) (Fig. 1-2) .
Finally, 75% of the subjects in the Experimental block reported in the exit questionnaire to have experienced a state in which they felt connected, transported, appreciative, intensively absorbed, and yet calm and relaxed. Taken together, we interpret these responses as suggestive of an EX-I meditative state induced by contemplative architecture. In contrast, quotidian buildings were associated with "ordinary" states of mind such as being distracted and dissatisfied and, interestingly, participants recognized that they could not completely refrain from judging the visual images presented during the Control block.
Whole brain activation
In the whole brain contrast analysis, greater activations in the Experimental block as compared with the Control block were noted in several brain regions, including the L. Table 2 and Fig. 2-1) . Within the Experimental block, both Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (IPL) and Right IPL were activated relative to the baseline significantly (po0.001, uncorrected, cluster size k420), supporting the interpretation that these two regions during the Experimental block were preferentially more activated in comparison with those in the Control block.
Regions of interest (ROIs)
In the analysis of specific brain regions of interest for between block contrasts, no other brain regions attained significance following correction procedures based on Cluster-level p FWE-corrected for po0.05. Refer to Fig. 2 
Regression analyses
Regression analyses served to examine correlations between brain activations and phenomenological reports of internal dialogue and "depth of experience." The regressions employed the ranking of subjects based on how their experiences fell along these three measurements. The rankings for internal dialogue were based on the participants' self-assessment after each block. The "depth of experience" ranking of the 12 subjects was first produced by two investigators acting independently based on the six criteria described earlier (on section "fMRI task paradigm").
There was a 69% agreement between the two rankings in this first attempt. Upon comparing results, discussing their interpretative logic and reviewing again the data, the researchers separately produced another ranking. This second round reached 84% concordance. After further conversation, the two evaluators agreed to produce the final ranking of Fig. 3-1 that was utilized to conduct the regression analysis for "depth of experience."
Internal dialogue
Regression analyses during the two blocks indicated that no brain regions were found to have either positive or negative association with Internal Dialogue as reported by subjects, following correction procedures based on Cluster-level p FWE-corrected for po0.05.
Depth of experience
As shown in Fig. 3-1 , eleven of the twelve subjects were able to fully engage, enjoy and relax while viewing contemplative buildings. Nine reported to be emotionally moved, transported and connected to the settings, and described the experience as intense. Two participants (#9 and #10) went one step further and reported that they experienced a loss of the sense of self, attaining the unity or oneness with the images of the buildings presented. Only one subject (#3) reported that he could not fully engage in the tasks, as required by the study instructions. Regression analyses identified significant positive associations between Depth of Experience and regional brain activations during the Experimental condition in the following brain regions: R. Middle Occipital Gyrus (BA19) (k = 6,310, x =38, y= -84, z = 8, T= 23.65, po0.0001), L. Fusiform Gyrus (BA37) (k = 6,604, x = -40, y = -62, z = -10, T = 18.84, po0.0001), L. Precentral Gyrus (BA6) (k= 531, x = -38, y= -2, z =40, T= 7.26, po0.0001), L. Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA6) (k= 158, x = -20, y = 2, z = 54, T = 6.81, p =0.007), R. Precentral Gyrus (BA6) (k = 227, x = 44, y= -6, z =32, T = 6.72, p= 0.001) and L. Superior Frontal Gyrus (BA6) (k= 122, x = -4, y= 6, z = 62, T = 6.55, p= 0.024). In contrast, regression analyses identified significant negative associations between Depth of Experience and regional brain activations during the Experimental condition in the following brain regions: R. Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA10) (k= 1,606, x = 38, y= 42, z = 24, T= 10.66, po0.0001), L. Cingulate Gyrus (BA23) (k = 1,210, x =-8, y =-22, z = 30, T= 10.36, po0.0001), L. Superior Temporal Gyrus (BA41) (k= 271, x =-36, y= -42, z = 12, T = 9.74, po0.0001), L. Anterior Cingulate Gyrus (BA24) (k= 978, x= -2, y= 38, z =4, T = 9.12, po0.0001), L. Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA10) (k= 103, -32, 50, 6, 8.46 , p= 0.05), R. Lingual Gyrus (BA18) (k= 796, 6, -90, -6, 8.09, po0.0001), R. Inferior Parietal Lobule (BA40) (k =547, x = 52, y= -54, z = 38, T = 7.62, po0.0001), L. Superior Temporal Gyrus (BA22) (k= 344, x =-62, y= -28, z =6, T= 6.78, po0.0001) and R. Superior Temporal Gyrus (BA39) (k= 40, x= 48, y= -48, z = 14, T= 6.38, p= 0.012) ( Table 3 and Fig. 3-2 ).
Discussion
This pilot study provides preliminary evidence that viewing images of architecture designed to evoke contemplation elicit brain activation patterns that are remarkably distinct from those elicited by perceiving "ordinary" buildings. In particular, we observed the nearly absent involvement of the PFC in the Whole Brain analysis of the Experimental in relation to both Control, and its own Baseline; this area is commonly found to be activated in IN-I meditative states (Baron Short et al., 2010; Holzel et al., 2007; Manna et al., 2010) . The differences are exemplified by the Whole Brain activation contrast between the two blocks: Ordinary buildings recruited executive control and attention areas (medial PFC BA9) in relation to fundamental motor regions (L. and R. Cerebellum), whereas contemplative architectures were associated with the activation of regions that participate in visual-motor interactions (Fusiform Gyrus BA37 and Postcentral Gyrus) and, importantly, mediate integration of multiple inputs including somatosensory activity (R. and L. Parietal Lobule BA40). The down-regulation of PFC (L. Middle Frontal Gyrus) activation may indicate that, while necessary, higher cognitive and executive functions are not central to architecturally elicited contemplative experiences. The brain activation induced by viewing ordinary buildings appears to depend instead on the activation of cortical areas that are primarily associated with goal oriented and semiotic driven tasks (not unexpected within the context of typical socio-cultural behavior). The strong engagement of the premotor area and the Inferior Parietal Lobule (IPL) in the Experimental block is consistent with this interpretation. The IPL has been reported to play a central role in the perception of emotions and interpretation of sensory information, as well as the body image by the virtue of massive interconnectivity between auditory, spatial, and somatosensory cortices (Lou et al., 2004; Radua et al., 2010) . Moreover, this region directs certain kinds of attention (e.g., on task and saliency) and maintains the body image and spatiality with respect to the environment (Rozzi et al., 2008; Singh-Curry and Husain, 2009 ). Both areas contain bimodal and multimodal neurons that may integrate visual, tactile and vestibular information with bodily self-consciousness (BSC), providing the basis for the implicit and pre-reflexive experience of being the subject of a given experience (Blanke et al., 2015) . The significant activation of these areas underscores the central role that higher-order sensory-motor function and 'embodiment' may play in the experience of contemplative buildings and thus its aesthetic nature, as also articulated by the study participants in their exit questionnaire. The down-regulation of the PFC as the contemplative experience deepened, was associated with "ambience," "atmosphere," "wholeness," and "totality" (participants' own words in the exit questionnaire). This provides insight into an EX-I state that is wide and panoramic rather than narrow and object-focused. The state appears to involve additional phenomenological components that expand on the perception of the external object or scene per se, and might mirror the differences between Open Monitoring (i.e., awareness observation) and Focused Attention (i.e., event or object-driven concentration) in IN-I meditation documented in previous studies (Travis and Shear, 2010) . Because of their large size and complexity, buildings physically envelop us and transcend our immediate cognitive grasp. Thus, a proper utilization of architecture (as exemplified by the 'timeless' buildings used in this study), may induce states of awareness that are stable, all-encompassing, not self-centered, and cognitively/affectively resonant.
It is noteworthy that the up-regulation of sensory-motor and premotor regions vis-à-vis progressive inactivation of the PFC is likely to demand less self-regulation and executive attention, thereby permitting the subject to maintain interest without effort. Consistent with this, we found that the aesthetic dimension -beauty, reward and emotion, as reflected in the first-person accounts of the participants' experience -played important roles in differentiating the Control vs. Experimental blocks. In particular, the correlation between subjects' attraction towards the viewing of contemplative buildings and up-regulation of sensory-motor areas suggests that arriving at an architecturally-induced "meditative" state is likely to involve a greater number and activation of brain regions compared to perceiving ordinary buildings. The differential recruitment of the Insula but not the Orbitofrontal Cortex during the Experimental (vs. Control) recorded in the uncorrected data (Tables D and E available as Supplementary information) supports the presence of a non-evaluative aesthetic experience. Precedents can be found in neuroaesthetics research, which has correlated aesthetic experiences with the activation of somatosensory and motor areas working in association with the IPL, the ACC and/or bilateral Insula (Cupchik et al., 2009) . Our findings would suggest that the correlation between activation of the PFC/OFC and aesthetic states reported in previous studies (Di Dio et al., 2007; Jacobsen et al., 2006; Kirk et al., 2009 ) might be the result of considering the evaluative and not the contemplative dimension of aesthetic experiences. The observed downregulation of the PFC, progressive deactivation of the dominant Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC, BA23) (along with the Precuneus BA31, shown in Table 3 ) together with the strong reduction of internal dialogue, additionally suggest that experiencing contemplative buildings may involve a disruption of the Default Mode Network (DMN), a possibility consistent with outcomes reported in IN-I meditation studies (Brewer et al., 2011) . Our uncorrected results (Fig. 2-2 , and Supplementary information in Tables D and E) suggest that the PFC and Orbitofrontal Cortex remain disengaged in the Experimental block whereas deactivation of the auditory/semantic center (Superior Temporal Gyrus) supports the disengagement of language/ internal based processing. Taken together, our data shows that large brain areas associated with self-centered decision-making and executive attention are "silenced" following exposure to buildings designed to induce contemplation.
We speculate that viewing of contemplative architectures may weaken the 'narrative self' (also referred to as intrinsic network, self-reference, or 'Me') while strengthening the 'phenomenal self' (often labeled as extrinsic network, present moment, or 'I') (Farb et al., 2007; Tagini and Raffone, 2010) , an outcome that epitomizes successful "contemplation" (Fasching, 2008) . This underscores the benefits of EX-I methods when compared to IN-I meditative practices, which must tease out self-referential processes. Not surprisingly, the competence in disengaging one operation but not the other has been determined to be a sign of meditative expertise (Wang et al., 2011) . Our findings therefore suggest that EX-I methods might facilitate an effortless entry into the contemplative state.
Intense extrinsic attractions or demands inhibit selfreferential processes and their neural correlates (Dietrich, 2006; Goldberg et al., 2006) , as indicated by numerous visualization and body-based IN-I meditation approaches (Lou et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2009) . The overriding of the narrative self and related mechanisms in order to experience extraordinary external conditions is also a defining characteristic of "peak" or "Flow" experiences. Actually, EX-I meditative states are consistent with several of the 9 conditions defining 'Flow' (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) , including sensory-motor focus, reduced self-consciousness, increased absorption, and effortlessness. The fact that 'Flow' states have been hypothesized to operate under transient hypo-frontality (Dietrich, 2004) , is also consistent with the observed down-regulation of the PFC during EX-I, reaffirming that contemplative states, however induced, are selfless experiences.
Recent clinical and neuroscience studies have explored the convergences among meditative, aesthetic, spiritual and even psychedelic states (Carhart-Harris et al., 2012; d'Aquili and Newberg, 2000; Dietrich, 2003; Keltner and Haidt, 2003) , but have disagreements on many outstanding issues including definitions and taxonomies, legal and ethical constraints, paucity of experimental evidence, methodological challenges, and bias in contemporary aesthetics (Danto et al., 1998; Elkins, 2001; Nehamas, 2007) . By providing preliminary empirical evidence documenting supporting the dynamic relationships among contemplation, beauty, and spirituality, the present study contributes to this emerging convergence. In addition, it provides potentially intriguing insight into the neural correlates of religious (or spiritual) traditions that emphasize the transcendence of the self that has been associated with profound religious experiences (James, 2004) .
Limitations of the study
Some weaknesses or limitations of this pilot study should be noted. Although efforts were made to narrow the gap between representation and reality (e.g., use of images in tandem), the utilization of photographs as depictions of the buildings represents an unavoidable limitation inherent in the use of contemporary brain imaging devices. The sample size and the limitations it placed in restricting gender, language, ethnic, and cultural representation (to maximize the homogeneity of the sample studied) could limit the generalizability of the findings by biasing the intensity and type of the subjective experience (i.e., the EX-I states) and its neural correlates. While we feel justified in the rationale for choosing a selected group of subjects (professional architects), it is possible that the brain responses in subjects with a lesser degree of expertise in architecture and design might not show such dramatic differentiation between "contemplative" and "generic" buildings, a conjecture that remains to be tested in future studies. The Experimental block was presented after the Control block because of the concern about the potential spillover effect. Given the funding constrains and limited sample size used in this exploratory investigation, the order of block presentation was not counter-balanced. We believe that this issue should be addressed in a future study with a larger sample size. In addition, subjects were likely to be familiar with some of the buildings shown in the Experimental and Control blocks (i.e., the Mall of America), suggesting memory as a possible confounding factor. It should be noted that the role of familiarity in both types of buildings should be explicitly addressed in future experiments. However, the focus on present and non-evaluative experiences specifically included in the instructions to subjects that emphasized "presence" perhaps may have lessened such memory effects. Lastly, some ambiguity remains concerning the extent to which the specific experiential instructions provided to participants contributed to what was observed in this pilot study. Future studies explicitly manipulating specific forms of instructions for interacting with contemplative architecture will be needed to clarify this question. Despite these limitations, the originality, uniqueness, and suggestive even if preliminary results of this exploratory study can facilitate further discussion and work in a hitherto under-developed area of architectural and environmental knowledge with real design, human and research potential.
Conclusions
Our pilot study suggests that architects presented with images of ordinary vs. contemplative buildings, arrived at significantly different phenomenological states with distinct neural correlates that find parallels in the differences between meditative and ordinary mental states. Second, despite the similarities to IN-I meditative states (e.g., present-centeredness, high and sustained attention, relaxation, decreased internal dialogue, etc.), architecturally induced contemplation appears to display important differences, such as the high activation of cortical zones dedicated to external input, including sensory-motor, integrative, and embodiment areas -regions usually disengaged under IN-I contemplative states. The fact that EX-I states are distinctly characterized by their recruitment of such brain regions provides empirical support for insights derived from Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology (MerleauPonty, 1962) , current research on embodied cognition (Damasio, 1994; Gallese, 2005; Johnson, 2007) and its relation to architecture (Mallgrave, 2015) , bodily selfconsciousness (Blanke et al., 2015) and studies of IN-I meditation based on visualization or somatic methods (King and Brownstone, 1999; Kozhevnikov et al., 2009; Lou et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2009 ). The subjects were easily (i.e., effortlessly) attracted to the buildings in the Experimental block, which might have been associated with decreased dependence on self-regulation and executive attention to maintain the experiential state compared to what is typically reported under IN-I meditation. These findings are further congruent with observations that restorative environments are capable of returning cognitive and affective normalcy from stress, dissonance or fatigue (Kaplan, 1995 (Kaplan, , 2001 Ulrich et al., 1991) . The reliance of EX-I contemplation on the quality of the stimulus highlights both the importance of how the stimulus is conceived, made and deployed but also provides empirical evidence suggesting that EX-I contemplative states might be considered as aesthetic experiences.
Similar to IN-I meditation, EX-I contemplation seems to reduce internal dialogue and fascinate the subjects to the point of disrupting the narrative self and its related psychological processes (e.g., the DMN), possibly facilitating the experience of "the present moment." We propose that EX-I approaches should receive attention from researchers investigating contemplative practices as a viable complementary method for skillfully inducing meditative experiences. As such, externally-induced contemplative states provide a unique window onto how contemplation can be cultivated in the human brain/mind.
Despite its pilot nature and limitations, our research for the first time offers some neuroscientific evidence supporting assumptions or claims long held by architects that certain building types (e.g., temple, church, courtyard) may induce contemplative (and possibly spiritual) experiences. Another unique contribution is that we investigated types of building and responses infrequently addressed by the field. A better understanding of contemplative reactions to architecture may improve how we deal with not only religious or sacred buildings but also many secular building types that depend on inducing such states to operate properly (e.g., museums, libraries, monuments, clinics, etc.). The results of our investigation add to the growing evidence-based design movement in architecture and construction industry that seeks to use empirical knowledge to better teach, plan, construct, and assess the built environment.
